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The welfare of an individual depends on its capacity to overcome suboptimal conditions in its environment; otherwise, its physical and psychological health becomes compromised. A situation that clearly indicates lack of control of the environment is the expression of abnormal behaviours, such as stereotypies. This study aimed to verify the well-being of police horses using a new rapid form of welfare assessment: an archaeological approach. To this end, we sampled and quantified marks found on the stables, deposited as a result of abnormal behaviour. We cross-referenced these physical marks with veterinary records of diseases, such as colic, known to be associated with stress. A total of 46 horses were sampled and the results showed a significant medium-strength, positive correlation between bite mark frequency on stable doors and the incidence of colic. A weak significant positive correlation was found between length of scratch marks (from pawing) and the incidence of lameness. We conclude that these marks reflect the accumulated expression of abnormal behaviour and can provide rapid insight into the welfare of individual animals.

1. Introduction

The welfare of an individual depends on its capacity to overcome suboptimal conditions in its environment in order to maintain its physical and psychological health [1,2]. One indication that an animal’s welfare has been compromised is its performance of abnormal behaviours such as stereotypies—behaviours of invariant type which lack apparent function. The display of stereotypies has been shown to be related to the lack of control that an animal has over its environment [3–5]. Animals in such situations are predisposed to develop a variety of stress-related diseases [6–9].

A current major challenge for animal welfare is to develop rapid welfare assessments; this is important if the well-being of the huge numbers of animals in captivity is to be monitored. While scientists have devised a variety of behavioural and physiological methods to assess animal welfare, most suffer from one of two problems: they are either too invasive, time consuming or both to be applied in practice [5,10]. Studies have shown that it is easier to avoid animal welfare problems than treat them once they have arisen [10,11]; thus, there is a clear need for rapid, practical methods of assessing animal welfare.

The expression of abnormal behaviours such as crib-biting, wind sucking or repetitive licking leaves distinctive marks on animal enclosures [8,9] (figure 1). These marks may accumulate over time and provide insight into the well-being of the individual that made them, providing the basis for a rapid welfare assessment approach. We investigated this hypothesis by examining the correlation between marks resulting from abnormal behaviour and the incidence of colic, a known stress-related condition [12,13], in police horses.
2. Material and methods

We chose as our model species domestic police horses, as captive horses show an individual prevalence of 18.4% of performing abnormal behaviour [4] and studies have shown a strong connection between the behaviours of wind sucking (holding on to a stable structure with the teeth and swallowing air in large gulps) and crib-biting and the occurrence of colic in this species [12,13], which is a major cause of death in horses [14].

We studied 46 police horses housed at the military police headquarters in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil (figure 2). These animals were of both sexes with an average age of 10.37 (±0.67) years; they were used for urban patrolling. All horses were strictly maintained under identical housing, feeding regime, husbandry procedures and exercise routine. They were monitored daily by veterinary staff for physical health problems. Our study population was investigated, prior to our study, for the occurrence of abnormal behaviours, such as crib-biting, and returned a mean rate of 29.2% of expression of these behaviours [15]. In addition, the population exhibited a high rate of colic per horse per year [16] and the incidence of colic was four times more likely in animals expressing abnormal behaviour than in those that did not [15].

All the stables had been repainted and refurbished at the same time, 2 years prior to this study, and all the subjects remained in the same stalls over this period.

To investigate the potential connection between abnormal behaviour and well-being in these horses further, we conducted a survey of all licking spots, bite marks and other evidence of stable damage resulting from abnormal behaviour (figure 1). The veterinary records of all the individuals, during the entire period as patrol horses, were analysed to quantify frequencies of diseases known to be associated with stress, such as colic, a known problem in this population [16]. For each stable, we counted licking spots and bite marks. We measured the length and width of the spots with a ruler (accuracy of 0.5 mm) and calculated their area. In addition, we measured scratch marks associated with pawing the ground. In the veterinary records, we selected data regarding episodes of colic and lameness whose cause was unknown by the veterinary surgeon and discarded those cases with known non-stress-related causes. With this information, we created a disease rate using the total of veterinary records divided by the numbers of the years the horses were stabled. This rate was calculated separately for number of colic cases and number of lameness cases, providing the number of cases/year per animal and the mean number of cases for all horses.

Because neither the raw data nor transformations were normally distributed, we used Spearman rank correlation to assess the association between disease rates and marks present on the stalls. We correlated disease rates with total and individual values per horse for physical characteristics of marks resulting from abnormal behaviour. All analyses were carried out using Minitab v. 16.1.1 (Minitab Inc. 2010).

3. Results

Of the study population, only 12 animals had no records of the investigated diseases with cause listed as unknown by the veterinarian. A further four individuals had no marks on their stables or records of lameness or colic whose cause was unknown by the veterinarian. A total of 131 colic occurrences and 25 lameness cases were found. The maximum number of records of colic for a single individual was 30; the maximum number of cases of lameness for a single animal was nine. The mean rate of colic was 2.84 (±0.437) per animal and the population rate was 0.29 cases per year per animal. For cases of lameness, the mean rate was 0.54 (±0.126) per animal and the population rate was 0.03 cases per animal per year.

The survey on the stables found a total of 96 bite marks 111 licking marks, with a mean area of 272.8 cm² (±29.1) and 24 scratch marks, with a mean length of 6.76 cm (±1.38).
We found a positive and significant medium-strength correlation between bite mark frequency and the incidence of colic ($r_s = 0.548$, $N = 46$, $p < 0.001$); likewise the lameness rate had a weakly positive relationship with the length of scratch marks ($r_s = 0.272$, $N = 46$, $p = 0.004$).

There were no significant associations between cases of colic and frequency of licking spots ($r_s = 0.023$, $N = 46$, $p = 0.809$), the area of the spot ($r_s = 0.014$, $N = 46$, $p = 0.887$), spot width ($r_s = -0.029$, $N = 46$, $p = 0.766$) or spot length ($r_s = 0.039$, $N = 46$, $p = 0.686$).

4. Discussion

In our study, a medium-strength correlation was found between the number of bite marks on stables resulting from abnormal behaviour and cases of pathology. Thus, physical evidence left by the expression of certain abnormal behaviour seems to be indicative of the individual’s welfare state. This is not surprising given that such marks accumulate over time and the more an animal expresses a particular behaviour the greater the probability that it will leave distinctive physical marks [3,17]. Thus, these marks permit us to dig into the individual’s welfare history. The marks on the stables not only confirm the expression of abnormal behaviour by the horses, a fact previous established [15], but they also represent a clear indication that welfare is compromised. Beyond the association with the colic cases we found, other studies indicate that behaviours such as crib-biting and swallowing air have serious deleterious effects on animals’ health, being associated with changes in gastrointestinal motility, stomach acidity and heart rate, colic, gastric ulcerations and dental problems, among others [8,18–21]. This archaeological approach therefore has potential for rapid animal welfare assessment [22]: it is neither time consuming, invasive nor needful of specially trained staff.

We are not suggesting that all of the variation in the physical marks resulting from the expression of abnormal behaviour is associated with animal welfare; clearly, there is likely to be individual variation in the marks left by the animals regardless of their welfare differences. However, we have shown here that a significant proportion of the variability in physical marks is associated with variation in welfare.

This method has been overlooked in our opinion because of the difficulty in validating it. The physical marks resulting from the expression of abnormal behaviour have been obvious to the scientific community investigating animal well-being for decades. Zoo animals that leave marks, such as pacing felines or spot-licking giraffes, are usually housed in insufficient numbers to make validation possible and zoo studies suffer from huge variation in housing and husbandry practices [5,11]. This would also be the case for pet horses. By contrast, our population of police horses was essentially managed as a laboratory population (they all came from the same breeding stock) permitting the validation of this technique, especially as their physical health was intensely monitored by veterinarians.

This method will not be a panacea for monitoring the welfare of all captive species, because certain species do not leave marks on their environment when expressing abnormal behaviour (e.g. tongue playing by herbivore species). Also, individuals kept for different periods of time in their enclosure could bias the analyses of the marks as the length of tenure could be mistaken for severity of expression of repetitive behaviour. Despite this, the surveying of marks resulting from abnormal behaviour is a new and efficient tool that may permit the rapid assessment of welfare in a large number of species held in captivity.
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